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USER JOURNEY MAP | Checkpoint #2
Actions
stage
one

stage
two

stage
three

stage
four

Pain Points

Touch Points

Distribution agency hands
out TEFAP forms to people
receiving food

Need to bring an
adequate amount of
forms and pens

TEFAP forms
Pens

Food recipients ﬁll out the
TEFAP form on paper

Writing may be illegible
at times

TEFAP form
Pen

Storing and maintaining
physical forms may be
cumbersome

Completed
TEFAP forms

Distribution agency
collects completed TEFAP
forms & delivers them to
the food bank

The food bank/Jenna will
receive the completed
TEFAP forms & they will
be scanned into the
computer as pdfs

The food bank/Jenna
puts the scanned pdfs
into Google Document AI
or another OCR software

Delivering forms to the
food bank frequently
may become mildly
annoying

Scanner can handle 50
sheets at a time, but food
bank will have to keep
adding more pages if
there is over 50 TEFAP
forms

Food bank drop
oﬀ point

Brother
ADS-2700W
Scanner
Computer with
Adobe Acrobat for
pdfs

Jenna/food bank may
be overwhelmed by
using OCR technology
because most
individuals don’t
regularly interact with
that type of tech

Google Document AI

The food bank uploads
the extracted data to a
database (potentially
using JSON, BIgQuery,
etc.) to organize the data

Food bank may not be
able to understand how to
transfer data to database
(not able to work with
JSON ﬁles)

Undetermined
Database

The food bank creates
data visualizations in the
database in order to
identify counties that may
be under/over served

Creating data
visualizations may be
diﬃcult if not built into the
database

The OCR software reads
the written handwriting
and transfers it to digital
text/data

stage
ﬁve

Emotions

Opportunities

Provide pen that will be
best read by OCR software
to overcome any illegibility

Create infographics or
informative materials that
explain the signiﬁcance of
bringing the completed
TEFAP forms back to the
food bank

Develop clear written
instruction for how ﬁles
should be digitally stored
and named before they
are uploaded to the OCR
technology

Create tutorial videos
for how to upload
scanned pdfs to Google
Document AI

Create additional training
videos on how to use a
database to extract
important information
through data visualization

